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Valentine
for beautiful Damla Oztan





~ 5 ~

Hypatia

Her eyes are those 
of the Philosopher's 
 Stone 

and she does not know how to die. 
She turns the pages in Elysium.



~ 6 ~

Moon

The moon hiding its other side within a beam... 
I stand there, the young man, a forlorn, 

 and I wait by myself you.



~ 7 ~

Camellias

Who knows where the camellias in bloom? 
 Goodbye! I am a young man!

When the umbral birds luster on the buds, 
I measure my footsteps with the sun! 

So long! My heart smiles through my eyes!



~ 8 ~

Crocus

Spring thaw while dawning... 
Drifting haze into the town... 

I walk a few steps 
 barefoot 

into the dim of the dawning 
   to see that crocus, 
a little to the left, but still not plucked...



~ 9 ~

Lithography

A myth without its bard, the lithographic sky... 

All the stars of iris weigh down 
 and the birds trill, no time for our tears! 

Sleepless morning and its shadows 
 call me into your daydream.



~ 10 ~

Ire

Bitter chill, murky hallway... 

A pint of snow down on my neck, 
 the ire, I tremble...



~ 11 ~

Eventide

Grounded eventide,

the raw footpath through all this time... 
Amid the stir of my footsteps, 
 the faint shadows ebb 

and some rustling leaves swept my knees.
Suit of light 
My suit never gets wet, 
since I follow the wren songs 
 amid the raindrops 

and all the stars are drops. 

Amid the poplars, who knows who I am? 
A stranger from his corpse to cry...



~ 12 ~

Coo

Frore fireside, unseen ermines... 

We are behind the wistful memoire 
 of the empyrean. 

Our fingerprints and the days, 
as if life catches the coo in the eternity.



~ 13 ~

Death

“You are burying 
 yourself 
under books, pages, 
 lines and ink. 
Think of it! 

One day, 
when you will die alone 
 in this library, 
you will remember 
my talk in misery!”



~ 14 ~

Black in white

“It will take mornings to compare our face lines,” 
they chuckled in my library-room 
 and read the same book. 

He was dressed in black; she was dressed in white. 



~ 15 ~

Kolkata blur

Jasmine evening draping sari like a star…

Knocking back a snifter the way,
 mom called,

“Life is beautiful,” she muttered
and turned me back into a baby.



~ 16 ~

Oriole

“You shall be bright and happy,
If you build a nest for an oriole,”
 the gypsy once said him.

He was neither a prince nor the pauper,

 just a whistler in the tree.



~ 17 ~

Petite

 If life is a flower,
there will be butterflies!



~ 18 ~

Apology

Attic wintriness…
It was hard to enter
 his icy cell.

I brought
the hemlock in a pocket,
I gave in secret

 to Socrates

neither pleasure
 nor pain
but his wish...



~ 19 ~

Leda and the Swan

God-like swan
Soft as silence
Deep in a haze…

Leda fell asleep on a pond bench.

Waking up,
she saw webbed feet,
pure white feathers
and the wings

amid misty dawn.



~ 20 ~

Morning dancer

In a house for rent,
mom’s morning dance
 after uncle…

Verdigris of rain
 in her eyes,

she gazed at the coin
I gave to her;
“We danced well,”
she said
 puerile...



~ 21 ~

A good life

Mild breeze,
Lovers and losers blossom viewing…

“A good life.”
I think of that old feeling,
then put a shine 
  on the sun
and I wish you
  love
like a breath of spring.



~ 22 ~

pleiades

in a dream
I aglow

egret in the rain
 everywhere
I miss you

this bee
bittersweet
 as I am



~ 23 ~

wild peonies
on a soft pillow
I cannot weave

no more goodbye 
the mountains 
becoming clouds

 a handful of stars
the storm rolling in but not for me 



~ 24 ~

aspens quiver 
last sliver of moon 
will disappear 

into the glade-- 
sylvan shades 
by feral gazes 

porcelain dolls 
brittle to touch-- 
skim ice tinkles 



~ 25 ~

gold nectar 
glimmering-- 
hope in dark days

santur and tanbur-- 
behind midnight 
songs for a rose

lyre-guitar 
dawn with 
arms of roses



~ 26 ~

slow moon 
 rockrose 
in bloom

hands in my pockets  under the blue sky
 my lady with sweet peas

wallowing horse
swirling around lower clouds 



~ 27 ~

a sand lily 
the mist going on

 day of the dead 
shadows dancing back from the grave

a little blue 
with a dove
all the promises



~ 28 ~

back to where I started until I become a memory

waiting for 
snow cloud 
 slow moonrise 

fairy winds crossing the vale of rock and tuff

stone garden 
each raindrop another color



~ 29 ~

lost time 
shadows fill short days

moonlight 
 I might go 
glimmering

hoarfrost 
way so close to home



~ 30 ~

long night 
I burn the quilt for a louse

 earth scent 
I am the beggar of my future

storm 
harvesting what 
I sow



~ 31 ~

mysterious voices 
continuing to speak 
never ending waves

a bee 
my overjoyed summertime

a blue rock 
big enough to end water song



~ 32 ~

 crocus or not 
my young boyhood stands 
in the melting snow

 barely spring 
black sheep clouds 
 gather in the dusk

soaring skylark 
puffs of blooms scent the vale



~ 33 ~

deep water
the heart shaped stone 
 still there

neither the air 
nor the leaves 
a cicada there

 a bed of pine... 
wayfaring stranger 
gone with the snow



~ 34 ~

the skirts of mount ida I pick the golden apple for a horse

the mist moving 
unfinished line 
 of the hills

hazy hills
 ghost stories
for another life

 melting snow 
the things I cannot



~ 35 ~

acorns and stars 
 we leave 
river stones

 dear ancestors 
everywhere now eden

I'm homesick 
 a child 
lost found stolen 



~ 36 ~

asleep 
the stars 
 behind the sun

the arched bow 
if not raised 
 slept

hazy moon 
the house sold when the cats were out



~ 37 ~

behind the subtle woven web untouched

earth scent 
 a dream I tell in silence

crescent moon white plum blossoms yellow birds

 blossom haze 
barely the zephyr 
blows the dawn



~ 38 ~

autumn leaves 
the books 
unsampled

clouds besides the white egrets

rowing home 
last rays of rainbow 
by the willow



~ 39 ~

darling one 
inked black 
 long nights

ay me! 
 they little know 
spring
half moon 
minstrel's 
mistletoe

violet crown 
middle night 
moonlight



~ 40 ~

little sister 
too much missing 
stars sink

not knowing 
the sun goes down 
yellow stone

halo around the moon the world sleepwalks

singing low 
not me 
 a nightingale



~ 41 ~

saying nothing
 all left behind louder than words

in the journey's end the sun shines
remember

rings of saturn 
 old couple 
planting a rose



~ 42 ~

sinking moon 
second hand 
simple things
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